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Tree equivalence is a relation among polyadic recursion schemes. Th is  relation is 
broad enough to be interesting: equivalent schemes may not be obviously equivalent 
and may still differ in computational ly important ways. We show that this relation is 
also narrow enough to imply input -output  equivaienee. 
Is tree equivalence decidable ?We assign context-free grammars to reeursion schemes 
in such a way that schemes are tree equivalent iff their grammars generate the same 
language. Known results on LL(k) grammars  then imply that tree equivalence is 
decidable for a class of schemes which includes the monadie recursion schemes without 
constants. Some important nonmonadie  schemes are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Imagine an equivalence r lation on programs with the following properties. 
(a) The equivalence is nontrivial: equivalent programs may still differ in 
important ways, such as program size or running time. 
(b) The equivalence is valid: equivalent programs compute the same values. 
(c) The equivalence is decidable, at least for a reasonably arge class of programs. 
Equivalence relations with these properties have been described by Kaplan [7] 
and by Keller [8] (as well as in works they cite), but only for programs expressed 
as flowchart schemes together with interpretations of the given function and predicate 
letters. These two papers also explain the motivations for seeking nontrivial, valid, 
and decidable quivalence r lations on programs. 
What can be done when programs are expressed as recursion schemes together 
with interpretations of the given function and predicate letters ? Consider the relation 
known as "strong" equivalence: Strongly equivalent schemes compute the same 
value under all interpretations of the given function and predicate symbols as total 
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 13th Annual  IEEE Sympos ium on 
Switching and Automata Theory,  October t972. 
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functions and predicates. Strong equivalence is certainly nontrivial and valid (for 
applications where the totality restriction is appropriate). Ashcroft, Manna, and 
Pnueli [2, Theorem 4] show that strong equivalence is decidable for free monadic 
recursion schemes without constants. Garland and Luekham [6, Sect. 5] show that 
strong equivalence is decidable for linear monadic reeursion schemes without constants. 
They also reduce strong equivalence for monadic recursion schemes without constants 
to sameness of "interpreted value languages," and hence, to equivalence of deter- 
ministic context free grammars [6, Sect. 2]. The "standard form theorem" of Engelfriet 
[5] extends this last result to allow for partial functions as the interpreted meanings 
of given function symbols, but monadicity is still required. 
It is highly unlikely that strong equivalence will be found to be decidable for 
any very large class of nonmonadic recursion schemes. Even under severe restrictions 
such as the use of "iterative form" [20, Definition 3.6], polyadic recursion schemes 
effectively include the flowchart schemes for which strong equivalence is known 
to be undecidable [11, Theorem 4.1]. We therefore seek a narrower but still non- 
trivial equivalence which is valid and decidable. The general idea that there might 
be such an equivalence was put forward by Zeiger [23, Sect. 8] but was not worked 
out for any polyadic reeursion schemes. 
This paper defines tree equivalence, a nontrivial and valid equivalence on polyadic 
recursion schemes. The class of schemes for which tree equivalence is decidable 
properly includes the monadic recursion schemes without constants. It also includes 
schemes which compute functionals that cannot be computed by any monadic 
recursion schemes. Whether tree equivalence is decidable for all recursion schemes 
is an open question. 
Section 2 defines the syntax and semantics of recursion schemes. The spirit is 
similar to that of Manna, Ness, and Vuillemin [12] or Vuillemin [21], but the specific 
formulation is closer to traditional discussions of recursive computation and less 
obviously dependent on fixed points of functionals. 
Section 3 associates a (possibly infinite) macrotree IxS with each recursion scheme S. 
We show that schemes have the same macrotree iff they have the same value under 
all "acceptable" interpretations. Because we deal with a much broader class of inter- 
pretations than is usual, this result should not be taken as an iff relation between 
tree equivalence and strong equivalence. 
Section 4 associates a context-free grammar with each recursion scheme S by 
adapting a construction by Rounds [17, p. 115]. We show that schemes have the 
same macrotree iff their grammars generate the same language. 
In Section 5 we apply this result to show that tree equivalence is decidable for 
two natural classes of polyadic recursion schemes. 
Section 6 discusses restricted classes of interpretations. One restriction is con- 
sidered in some detail: there is a triadic function cond which acts like the meaning 
of IF...THEN...ELSE..., and a triadic function symbol COND which can only 
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be interpreted as cond. We show that a broader definition of tree equivalence may 
be used when interpretations are thus restricted. The only net change in the results 
is that recursions may have the same value under all interpretations without being 
tree equivalent. 
This paper is self-contained on an intuitive level, at least for readers who are 
generally familiar with formal language theory and schematalogy. In particular, 
words like "tree" and "leaf" and "ancestor" are used in the ordinary ways, as for 
the parse trees generated by context-free grammars. Appropriate formal definitions 
are in [15, Seet. 4]. (To allow for infinite trees, just delete the word "finite" from 
[15, Definition 4.2].) Those who plan to read the proofs carefully will probably 
want to look at [15] and either [12] or [21] beforehand. 
Special cases of the main results in this paper were reported in [24]. The revisions 
leading to this paper benefited from consideration of [21]. Independently examining 
the problems addressed in [24] with [21] in mind, Courcelle and Vuillemin derived 
related results [25, 26]. This paper has been updated slightly in light of their 
work. 
2. RECURSION SCHEMES 
Recursion schemes are constructed from formal expressions: finite trees whose 
nodes carry symbols that represent given functions and predicates, new functions, 
or input variables. Each symbol has a nonnegative adicity K which indicates how 
many arguments it takes. A niladic given function symbol is called a constant: some 
of our results only apply to schemes without constants. The other niladic symbols 
are the input variables and the macroparameters. 
The first component of a recursion scheme is a formal expression (or tree with 
K + 1 nodes) 
Fi(Xo, X1 ,..., XK,_I), (2.1.1) 
where Fi is a Ki-adic new function symbol and the Xk for k ~ Ki are input variables. 
The second component of a recursion scheme is a finite set of recursive definitions: 
pairs 
F(Uo ,..., UK-1) ~ T (2.1.2) 
of trees. The tree T must be constructed from new function symbols, given function 
and predicate symbols, and the macroparameters Uk for k < K. We say that (2.1.2) 
is a definition for the new function symbol F. The set of definitions used must include 
exactly one definition for each new function symbol appearing in one or more of 
the trees T. There must also be exactly one definition for the initial function symbol 
Fi used in the first component of the scheme. 
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When a scheme S has a first component Fi(X o ,..., X/c _1) and a second component 
RD, we describe S as 
S = [Fi(Xo ,..., XK,_I) where RD]. (2.1.3) 
The sequence (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.1.3) of related displays will be referred to col- 
lectively as (2.1), the definition of the syntax of recursion schemes. The numbering 
of such displays will be integrated with the numbering of lemmas and theorems 
to facilitate cross references. To define the semantics of recursion schemes we must 
first specify how to interpret he given function and predicate symbols. 
A completeposet is a system (D, ~ ,  _L), where D is a set, ~ is a partial order on D, 
and _[_ is a member of D. We require that • be a bottom for D: 
I ~ x, all x in D. (2.2.2) 
We also require that every linearly ordered subset L of D have a least upper bound 
lub L in D: 
x ~ lubL for all x inL; (2.2.3) 
lub L ~ y for all y in D such that x ~ y for all x in L. (2.2.4) 
Given a complete poset (D, ~ ,  _[_) and a nonnegative integer K, we can form 
another complete poset (D K, ~,  (5_, A_,..., •  from the K-fold Cartesian product D/C: 
x ~y inD/c  iff xk ~yk ,a l l k  <K.  (2.2.5) 
A function g: D -~ D' between complete posets is continuous iff it preserves least 
upper bounds of nonempty linearly ordered subsets of D. 
An interpretation for a recursion scheme in a complete poset (D, ~ ,  ]_) assigns 
to each input variable X a member x of D and to each given function or predicate 
symbol G a continuous function: 
g: D/c ~ D, (2.3.1) 
where K is the adicity of G. In an acceptable interpretation we require that 
g(J_, _[_,..., L )  = / if K > 0. (2.3.2) 
The intuition behind this requirement may be summed up as "you can't get something 
for nothing," and this requirement is satisfied by the more usual notions of "inter- 
pretation" used in schematalogy. These notions are subsumed under an important 
special case discussed in Section 6. 
Given an interpretation I for a recursion scheme S, the value Valz R in D for any 
finite tree R may be defined by structural induction. For any input variable X with 
value x under I, 
if R is X, then Valt R = x. (2.4.1) 
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For any given function or predicate symbol G, 
if R is G(P o ..... PK-1), then Val, R = g(Valj Po ..... Valt PK-0. (2.4.2) 
Finally, for any new function symbol F, 
if R is F(P  o .... , PK-1), then Val z R = _[. (2.4.3) 
Thus Va lxF i (X  o ,..., Xx~- l ) i s  just _L-However, our recursion scheme 
S = [Fi(X 0 .... , X/r where RD] 
has a definition for F i in RD,  a definition for each new function symbol used in that 
definition, and so on. The value of S under I is the best-defined value in D that 
can be obtained from the values of trees derived from F i (X  o .... , X~_I) by replacing 
uses of new function symbols by their definitions. Specifically, we set 
Val/S = lub{Val, R I F i (Xo, . . . ,  XK~-a) -'~ * R}, (2.4.4) 
where ~*  is the reflexive transitive closure of the relation ~ which is defined 
intuitively by saying that R 1 ~ R~ iff some call F(P  o .... , PK-1) on a new function 
symbol F has been replaced by the tree indicated by the definition (2.1.2) for F. 
This tree is formed from the tree T in F(U  o,..., UK_I)--~ T by substituting the 
actual parameters Pe for the macroparameters UT~. See [15, Sects. 5 and 6] for details. 
In general the set of values considered in (2.4.4) is not linearly ordered by the relation 
~< on our complete poset, so some reasoning is needed to show that the least upper 
bound exists. Theorems 2 and 3 of [21] may be used for this purpose. 
We have been very careful about the meanings of recursion schemes because 
there are serious technical differences between various ways to formalize the intuitive 
notions, especially in polyadic situations. For example, Constable and Gries [3], 
Paterson and Hewitt [14], and Strong [20] all require that the arguments P~ be free 
of new function symbols when F(P  o .... , P~-I) is replaced by its definition. Under 
the most natural formulation of the fixed-point property of recursively defined 
functions, this style of evaluation is actually incorrect [12, p. 496]. To get fixed 
points with bottom-up evaluation, in general one must define fixed points in a less 
natural way [15, Theorem 8.4]. 
Careful definitions for polyadic recursion schemes exist in the readily available 
literature [3, 20], but only under elaborate and sometimes unnatural restrictions. 
The formulation used here assigns a definite meaning to any system of "recursive 
definitions" in the much freer syntax used by McCarthy [13]. 
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3. TREE EQUIVALENCE 
Given a recursion scheme S -= [Fi(X 0 , . . . ,  XKi_I) where RD] we say that a new 
function symbol F calls a new function symbol F' iff F' appears on the right in the 
definition for F. The scheme S is nonrecursive iff the transitive closure of the calling 
relation is irreflexive. In  a nonrecursive scheme no new function is dependent on 
itself. By replacing new function symbols with their definitions, we can find a single 
tree R with the following properties. 
(a) R is constructed from given function and predicate symbols and input 
variables alone. 
(b) Fi(X0 ..... A~.i_l) :::-* R. 
(c) Val I S Val / R for any interpretation I. 
Now suppose that S and S'  are nonrecursive recursion schemes with trees R, R' 
constructed in this way. Then 
R - R'  iff Va b S = Va b S'  for any interpretation I. (3.1) 
Constructing finite trees and testing whether they are equal provides us with a valid 
and decidable quivalence relation on nonrecursive recursion schemes. Such schemes 
are essentially what are called "straight line programs" in the literature on optimization 
[I, Sect. l l . l ] ,  but with a different convention for describing the sequence of com- 
putations. The equivalence relation just described is precisely the traditional and 
obvious equivalence in the requirement that "optimized" programs be equivalent 
to what the programmer wrote. This is a nontrivial equivalence: optimization can 
result in significant decreases in the size and running time of a straight line program. 
A nontrivial, valid, and decidable quivalence on nonrecursive recursion schemes 
is in hand; we seek to construct a similar equivalence for recursive recursion schemes. 
The process of replacing new function symbols by their definitions will go on forever, 
of course, but let us not be squeamish. 
To avoid trivial special cases we will impose a mild restriction on the syntax of 
recursion schemes. In each recursive definition F (U  o ..... UK_I) ~ T we will assume 
that the symbol at the root of 7' (the "outermost" symbol) is not a new function 
symbol. Such schemes are the only ones considered in [26]. There is a simple effective 
procedure for bringing any recursion scheme into conformity with this restriction. 
I f  the definition of F has T rooted in a new function symbol, we just replace that 
symbol bv the appropriate instance of its definition. In finitely many steps we either 
get the desired form or loop back to a previously encountered new function symbol. 
In the latter case we may redefine F as 
F(~7o . . . .  , [ J 'K -1)  ---~ A(F (~- J0  . . . .  , / JK- -1))  
57./II/3-6 
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for any monadic given function symbol A. Note the use of (2.3.2) here: in any 
acceptable interpretation a of A, a ( / )= / .  Nonaeceptable interpretations are 
allowed in [25], but looping back is prohibited in the first place for "acceptable" 
schemes [25, p. 17]. 
The next step is to define a map ~r from trees to trees which corresponds to the 
"parallel outermost computation rule" [21]. The definition proceeds by structural 
induction on finite trees. For a tree of the form G(P o .... , PK-1), where G is a K-adic 
symbol other than a new function symbol, 
~G(Po .... , PK-1) = G(~Po ,..., 7rP~:_I). (3.2.1) 
Now let F be a K-adic new function symbol and let F(U  o .... , UK-1) -+ T be the 
definition for F in our recursion scheme S. Let T'  be the result of replacing each 
occurrence of U~ by an occurrence of Pk ,  for all k < K. Then 
~rF(Po ,..., Px-~) = T'. (3.2.2) 
The map 7r defines an infinite sequence (R0, R 1 .... ) of finite trees: 
R 0 = F i (X  0 . . . . .  XKi_I) and Rh+l = ~rRn for all h. (3.2.3) 
From [21, Proposition 4 and Theorem 3], it follows that 
Val I S = lub{Val/Rh [ h in NN} (3.2.4) 
(where NN is the set of nonnegative integers) for any interpretation 1. 
The sequence of trees may have Rh+ 1 =/= Rh for all h, yet it can still be said to 
converge to a possibly infinite tree R~.  For each node n in a tree, let [ n I be the distance 
from the root. The trees R h and Rh+ 1 have the same nodes and the same symbols 
on these nodes, for nodes n with I n [ < h. We are deliberately vague about whether 
I n I is measured in R h or Rh+l 9 Under the precise definitions used in [15, Sect. 4], 
[ n [ is associated with n itself and does not depend on which tree is being considered. 
For any node n we can determine whether n appears in R~o and what symbol it carries 
by looking at Rlnr+ 1 . 
The tree R~ is not quite the tree we want to associate with S. For example, schemes 
S and S' with recursive definitions 
Fi (U)  --~ A(F i (U))  and F i (U  ) -+ B(F i (U))  
will lead to different infinite trees: 
R~ = A(A(. . . ) )  and R~' = B(B(...)). 
But Vall S = Va l /S '  = _l_ for any acceptable interpretation I. We will prune R~ 
and Ro~' in such a way as to get the same tree for both schemes in this simple example. 
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In general, a node n in R| is said to be hopeless iff no descendants of n are leaves 
in R~.  A hopeless node which has no hopeless proper ancestors i  a minimal hopeless 
node. Let MHL be the set of all minimal hopeless nodes in R~.  Replacing the subtree 
of R~ at each such node by a special niladic symbol INF,  we obtain the macrotree 
for S denoted by 
/~S = Ro~(MHL +- INF), (3.2.5) 
where the +-- means that the subtrees at the nodes in MHL have all been replaced 
by the one-node tree INF. In our simple example, the roots of R~ and R~' are both 
hopeless and so /xS =/~S '  = INF. Recursion schemes with the same macrotrees 
are tree equivalent. 
In the nonrecursive case, tree equivalence is the traditional equivalence on the 
straight line programs we started with. Thus it is certainly nontrivial. It also has a 
validity property similar to (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S and S' be recursion schemes. Then ~S = ~S' iff Vab S =- 
Val I S' for any acceptable interpretation L 
Proof. Suppose tzS = tzS' and consider the trees Rh and Rn' for all h in NN 
defined by (3.2.3). By symmetry and (3.2.4), we can show that Vab S = Vab S'  
by showing that 
(1) for each h there is h' such that Vab Rh ~< Vall R~,. 
Let NFS be the set of all nodes in Rh which carry new function symbols and have 
no proper ancestors which carry new function symbols. Let MHL1, be the set of 
all nodes in Rh which appear as minimal hopeless nodes in R~ and let NFS 0 be the 
set of all nodes in NFS without ancestors in MHL~.  Consider the tree 
T = Rh(MHL~, +-- INF)(NFS o ~-- INF), 
where subtrees rooted at nodes in MHLh or NFS 0 have been replaced by one-node 
subtrees with INF. We now have 
Vab Rh = Val~ T, 
where I has been extended by interpreting INF  as _[_, the bottom of our complete 
p 
poset. By /zS =/~S' ,  we can choose h' so that R h, includes all nodes of T which 
do not carry INF  and such that these nodes carry the same symbols in T and in R~,. 
Thus 
Val 1 T ~ Va b R~, 
and the proof of (1) is complete. 
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Now we suppose/xS =/: #S'  and construct an interpretation where the schemes 
have different values. The usual free interpretations [11, Sect. 2] are not adequate 
for this task, as we can see by comparing the recursive definitions 
F(U) ~ A(U,F(U)) and F'(U) ~ B(U,F'(U)). 
With these definitions we get /~S =/= ~S'  even though Val I S = Val I S'  z _[_ for 
all free interpretations 1. 
Let D consist of all finite or infinite trees built up from given function and predicate 
symbols, input variables, and the special niladic symbol INF.  For any T, T'  in D, 
let T ~ T' iff there is a set N of mutually independent nodes in T' such that T = 
T'(N ~-- INF). (Two nodes are independent iff neither is an ancestor of the other.) 
Then (D, ~<, INF)  is a complete poset. 
Now let each K-adic given function or predicate symbol G have the meaning : 
g(ro ,..., TK-1) = [ifK > 0 and (Te = INF, all k < K) then INF  else G(T o , . . . ,  TK_I) 1. 
For this interpretation I we can verify that Vail S = IxS and Vab S '=/xS ' .  
Therefore, Val 1 S v~ Val I S'. | 
A similar argument can be used to show that R~o = Roo' iff Vail S = Vall S'  
for any interpretation I. This fact is Theorem 1 in [26]. The assertion that "schemes 
are equivalent iff they are tree-equivalent" [26, p. 54] is incorrect because it confuses 
R~o with/xS. Such confusion is harmless for the "acceptable" schemes emphasized 
in [25, 26]. Indeed, it is only a trivial extension of the original definition [25, p. 17; 
26, p. 56] to call a scheme S acceptable iff Ro~ = p~S. 
From Theorem 3.3 and [26, Theorem 1], it follows that acceptable recursion 
schemes S and S' have Vall S = Vall S'  for any interpretation I iff Val l S = Val x S' 
for any acceptable interpretation 1. For equivalence problems, our restriction to 
acceptable interpretations causes no loss of generality if only acceptable schemes 
are to be considered. There is some loss of generality in considering only acceptable 
schemes. Distinct nonacceptable schemes can be tree equivalent and can fall under 
the decidability results to be presented in Section 5. 
4. CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS 
By adapting a construction by Rounds [17, p. 115] to our situation, we will assign 
a context-free grammar to each recursion scheme in such a way that schemes are 
tree equivalent iff their grammars generate the same language. 
Given a recursion scheme S = [Fi(X o ,..., XK,-1) where RD], we use as terminal 
vocabulary a set of symbols consisting of [Xk] for each k < Ki,  [A] for each constant 
A appearing in RD, and [G, k] for each K > 0, each k < K, and each K-adic given 
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function or predicate symbol G appearing in RD. As we have just done, we will 
use square brackets to emphasize that expressions we have written stand for symbols 
used in the grammar. The nonterminal vocabulary is a set of symbols consisting 
of the initial symbol [INIT], [F] for each new function symbol F appearing in RD, 
and [F, k] for each K > 0, each k < K, and each K-adie new function symbol F 
appearing in RD. 
The productions for the initial symbol are 
[INIT] --+ [V,] (4.1.1) 
and 
[INIT] ~ [F,, k][Xk] for all k < K , .  (4.1.2) 
Now consider any definition F(U  o ,..., UK_I)---* T in RD. Productions for the 
symbols [F] and [F, k] for all k < K must be specified. For each node n in T, consider 
the proper ancestors 0: n, 1: n,..., (H - -  1): n of n, listed in order beginning with 
the root 0: n. Here H is ] n 1, the distance from n to the root. For each h < H, let 
wh be the grammar symbol [Ba, argh], where Bh is the symbol at h: n in T and argn 
indicates which child of h: n in T is (h q- 1): n. Thus argh < Kh,  where Kh is the 
adicity of Bh 9 The string wow 1 "" WH-1 of grammar symbols tells how n fits into T 
by displaying the symbols encountered and the branch chosen at each stage in the 
path from the root down to n. We call this the path string for n. 
Now IF] has a production for each node n in T that carries a constant or a new 
function symbol, and the production is 
[F] ~ w[D], (4.2.1) 
where w is the path string for n and D is the symbol carried by n. On the other hand, 
let k < K. Then IF, k] has a production for each node n in T that carries Uk, and 
the production is 
[F, k] --~ w, (4.2.2) 
where w is the path string for n. 
The context-free grammar just defined will be called CFG(S). We will also have 
use for the smaller grammars defined by using just one of the productions (4.1) 
for the initial symbol. Thus CFG0(S ) has just (4.1.1) and generates strings ending 
in [A] for the various constants A. For each input variable X, CFGx(S) has the 
appropriate production (4.1.2) if X is one of the input variables used in S. Otherwise 
CFGx(S) has no productions for [INIT] and generates the empty language. Thus 
CFGx(S ) generates only strings ending in [X]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Recursion schemes S and S' are tree equivalent iff CFG(S) and 
CFG(S') generate the same language. This happens iff CFG0(S ) and CFG0(S' ) generate 
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the same language and also CFGx(S ) and CFGx(S') generate the same language for 
all input variables" X used in either scheme. 
Proof. The second assertion follows directly from the definitions of the grammars. 
We prove the first assertion. 
Consider the infinite trees R~ and R~' used to define/~S and ~S' in (3.2). Defining 
path strings as in (4.2), let P be the set of all strings w[B] where w is the path string 
for a leaf n in R~ and B is the symbol carried by n in Roo 9 Let P '  be the similar set 
of strings for R~'. Then/~S =/zS '  iff P = P'. 
By induction on lengths of leftmost derivations, we can show that P is the language 
generated by CFG(S) and that P '  is the language generated by CFG(S'). Therefore 
/zS =/zS '  iff these grammars generate the same language. | 
Essentially the same result was obtained independently by Courcelle [26, Lemma 5] 
for acceptable schemes. 
5. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
The strongest available decidability result for equivalence of context-flee grammars 
is forLL(k) grammars [16, Theorem 8]. For any k we can decide whether the grammars 
CFGo(S ) and CFGx(S) for each input variable X are LL(k) [16, Theorem 1]. The 
general procedure here is somewhat cumbersome, and it is not obvious that any 
interesting recursion schemes have LL(k) grammars for any reasonably small values 
of k. We therefore consider sufficient conditions for the LL(k) property that can be 
verified by direct inspection of a recursion scheme. 
A recursion scheme S = [Fi(X 0 ,..., XK_I) where RD] is prefix separable iff, 
for each F(U o ..... Ux-1)-+ T in RD, any two occurrences n and n' of the same 
macroparameter in T have path strings w and w' in T of the forms w = uv and 
w' = u'v', where u and u' are terminal strings and neither is a prefix of the other. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let S be a prefix separable recursion scheme without constants and 
let k > ]n I for every node n involved in a recursive definition in S. Then CFG0(S )
and CFGx(S ) for each input variable X are LL(k). 
Tree equivalence is decidable for prefix separable schemes without constants, 
but this class of schemes i  not very natural. Consider, however, the monadic recursion 
schemes without constants tudied in [2, 6]. These schemes are not completely 
monadic because they use the special triadic symbol IF...THEN...ELSE..., but the 
ways this symbol can occur in a recursive definition are restricted. For example, 
the expression F( IF P(U) THEN A(U) ELSE B(U)) is forbidden in this class of 
schemes. The following theorem deals with a class of schemes that properly includes 
the classes tudied in [2, 6]. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let M be the class of all recursion schemes S = [F(X) where RD] 
such that there are no constants and all new function symbols are monadic. Tree equivalence 
is decidable for schemes in M.  
Proof. Let M '  be the subclass of M in which every node carrying a nonmonadic 
symbol in RD has no ancestors which carry new function symbols. By Lemma 5.1 
and [16, Theorem 8], tree equivalence is decidable for schemes in M' .  
Given any scheme S in M, we can effectively construct a scheme S'  in M '  such 
that/zS =/zS ' .  To do this we add a new function symbol for each node that causes 
S to be outside of M' ,  as in the "standard form" construction used by Courcelle 
and Vuillemin [25, Sect. 3]. | 
The decidability of tree equivalence for acceptable schemes in M is proved in 
[25, Section 3] by a different argument. 
An interesting member of the class M is the scheme [F(X) where RD], where 
RD contains the single recursive definition 
F(U) -+ IF P(U) THEN U ELSE A(F(L(U)), F(R(U))). 
This is the well known leafiest scheme discussed by Paterson and Hewitt [14], 
who show that no flowchart with counters can be strongly equivalent o it. By [6, 
Theorem 3.13], no monadic recursion scheme can be equivalent o the leafiest 
scheme. Thus it is fair to say that M includes some essentially nonmonadic schemes 
as well as the schemes tudied in [2, 6]. The leafiest scheme is also capable of revealing 
the difference made by allowing partial functions in interpretations [19, Theorem 4]. 
By interchanging words like "left" and "right" or "prefix" and "suffix" we can 
convert any concept or result in formal language theory to a mirror image. In par- 
ticular, RR(k) grammars have the same decidability properties as LL(k) grammars. 
Since "left" and "right" in path strings correspond to "up" and "down" in trees, 
this mirror reversal eads to rather different results about schemes. 
A recursion scheme S = [F i (X  0 , . . . ,  Xxi_l) where RD] is suffix separable iff, for 
each F(Uo,..., Ux_l) ~ T in RD, any two occurrences n and n' of the same macro- 
parameter in T have path strings w and w' in T of the forms w = uv and w' -~ u'v', 
where v and v' are terminal strings and neither is a suffix of the other. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let S be a suffix separable recursion scheme without constants and 
let k > [ n ] for every node n involved in a recursive definition in S. Then CFG0(S ) 
and CFGx(S)for  each input variable X are RR(k). 
Suffix separable recursion schemes already have an intuitive interpretation: The 
various occurrences of a macroparameter in the right half of a recursive definition 
must play different roles. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let N be the class of all suffix separable recursive schemes without 
constants. Tree equivalence is decidable for schemes in N. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.3 and the mirror image of [16, Theorem 8]. | 
Is tree equivalence decidable for larger classes of schemes ? There are no more 
positive results at present, but Courcelle has shown that this problem is closely 
related to the problem of deciding whether two deterministic pushdown automata 
accept he same language. The DPDA problem is equivalent o the tree equivalence 
problem for acceptable schemes [26, Theorem 5(iii)] and to the problem of deciding 
whether Val /S = Vab S'  for every interpretation I [26, Theorem 5(ii)]. As was 
pointed out in Section 3, this relation among schemes is somewhat narrower than 
tree equivalence when S and S'  need not be acceptable. 
6. RESTRICTED INTERPRETATIONS 
Whenever an actual program is described as a program scheme plus an inter- 
pretation, the class of relevant interpretations i quite small. The dyadic predicate 
symbol = is always interpreted in a transitive way, the dyadic function symbol + 
means a commutative operation, and so on. Tree equivalence and strong equivalence 
are both too narrow because they deal with "all" interpretations (in different senses 
of "all") rather than just the relevant ones. One motivation for studying a narrow 
equivalence is that it may be decidable. In polyadic contexts there is little hope of 
deciding strong equivalence, so we have studied the even narrower concept of tree 
equivalence. 
It is instructive to compare the classes of interpretation i volved. The usual defini- 
tions of interpretations, as in [11, Sect. 2], do not mention complete posets. Given 
function and predicate symbols are interpreted as functions which take arguments 
from a set E with no special structure. An expression G(P o .... , PK-1) cannot have 
a value in E unless each P~ for k < K has a value in E, and so the triadic symbol 
IF. . .THEN.. .ELSE.. .  is treated in an ad hoc way. 
Most authors require that the meaning of G be a total function, as in [2, 6, 11, 14], 
though only Constable and Gries [3] appear to have definite reasons for this choice. 
Some authors do allow partial functions [5, 20, 22], and Strong [19] discusses ome 
effects of this possibility on the power of programming language structures. I f  given 
function symbols are thought of as external procedures about which little is known, 
then allowing partial functions is quite appropriate. To subsume both kinds of 
ordinary interpretation under our Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, we let D be E tJ {J_} 
and use the trivial complete poset structure specified by 
_[_ ~<a and a~b iff a=b,  
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for all a, b in E. Functions from E/~ to E are extended to total and continuous functions 
from D r to D in the natural way [12, p. 492]. The advantages of adding _]_ are 
displayed by [12] and have been summarized explicitly elsewhere [15, p. 182]. 
The interpretation constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 used a nontrivial 
complete poset structure. Downey [4] applies recursion schemes to formal language 
theory with interpretations in the complete poset (languages, inclusion, ;~). Some 
other uses of complete posets other than E u {_k} appear in [9, 10]. Space does not 
permit a survey of the variants of the complete poset concept existing in the folklore 
inspired by remarks of Scott [18] about complete lattices. 
We close this section by considering a particularly well-motivated restriction 
on interpretations. Suppose our complete poset D has at least two distinct members 
yes and no which are not ~<-related to anything but _l_ and themselves. The condi- 
tional function cond defined by 
cond(yes, x, y) ~- x and cond(no, x, y) = y (6.1.1) 
and 
cond(z, x, y) ~ .j_ for z =# yes and z ~ no (6.1.2) 
is then continuous. It expresses the usual meaning of IF...THEN...ELSE... with 
yes and no as the truth values. We may wish to restrict our interpretations to complete 
posets with conditional functions and to specify that a particular triadic symbol 
COND is always interpreted as con& It will then become worthwhile to distinguish 
function symbols from predicate symbols. Only when we limit the class of inter- 
pretations in this way is there any point in the usual syntactic restrictions on recursive 
definitions, such as the requirement that P be a predicate symbol in IF P(U) 
THEN. ,.ELSE .... 
The only result in this paper that must be changed for the class of interpretations 
with conditionals is Theorem 3.3: it is easy to construct recursion schemes which 
are not tree equivalent but which have the same value under all interpretations 
such that COND means cond. On the other hand, it is easy to broaden our definition 
of tree equivalence so as to preserve the other theorems and maintain the more 
important half of Theorem 3.3: tree equivalent schemes have the same value under 
all interpretations being considered. 
In (3.2.5) we specified that the macrotree/~S is the result of replacing the minimal 
hopeless nodes in R~o by INF. The new definition is similar: 
izcS = R~o(MHL c ~- INF), (6.2) 
where MHL c is the set of all minimal hopeless nodes under a broader definition 
of hopelessness. 
To redefine hopelessness we begin with the old set of hopeless nodes in R~o: H 0 is 
the set of all nodes n in R:o which have no leaves among their descendants. Given 
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Hi ,  we form Hi+ 1 by adding certain nodes n to H s . Let a node n carry a K-adic 
symbol G and thus have K children, which we will call n 9 (0) ..... n 9 (K -- 1), in 
Ro~. For K ~ 0 and G 4: COND we add n to Hj iff 
n 9 (k) is in Hj for all k < K. (6.3.1) 
ForK=3andG = CONDweaddntoH j i f f  
(n "(0) is in Hi) or (n '(1), n "(2) are in H~-). (6,3.2) 
The union 
U c = (,.) H~ (6.3.3) 
j i nNN 
is our new set of hopeless nodes. In many examples H c properly includes H 0 because 
nodes that carry COND can join H c despite some descendants which are leaves. 
The "only if" part of Theorem 3.3 can now be proved with tZc in place of/~; 
indeed, the reasoning is identical. 
Theorem 4.3 characterizes tree equivalence in terms of equivalence of context- 
free grammars. To retain this theorem with /~c in place of/z, we have but to cut 
down CFG(S) to CFGc(S ) in a manner that parallels (6.3). Let G O be CFG(S). 
Given G~, we form Gj+ x by deleting certain productions from Gj.  A nonterminal 
is dead in Gj iff no terminal strings can be derived from it. Given a production 
/3 ~ w in Gj,  we may delete this production in two cases: 
w has the form u[COND, h]v for k = 1 or k = 2 and all productions 
/3--+ u[COND, 0Iv' contain dead nonterminals; (6.4.1) 
w has the form u[COND, 0Iv and all productions/3 --+ u[COND, k]v' 
for k = 1 or k = 2 contain dead nonterminals. (6.4.2) 
Deleting all productions in Gj indicated by (6.4), we arrive at G~'+x 9 The infinite 
sequence Go, G1, G2 .... stabilizes eventually with G~. = Gj+I, and we choose 
this grammar as CFGc(S). 
THEOREM 6.5. Let S and S' be recursion schemes with a special triadic given function 
symbol COND and let interpretations be restricted by requiring that COND be inter- 
preted as cond in (6.1). Then 
(1) lzcS = tzcS' only if Val I S = Vab S' for any acceptable interpretation I;
(2) t~cS = tzcS' iff CFGc(S) and CFGc(S'  ) generate the same language. 
Proof. As we have remarked, (1) may be proved just as in the "only if" part 
of Theorem 3.3. To prove (2) we modify the proof of Theorem 4.3 slightly. 
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For each j in NN let P~ be the set of all strings w[B] where w is the path string 
for a leaf n in Ro~, B is the symbol carried by n in Ro~, and no ancestor of n is in 
the set H a from (6.3). Thus P0 is just the P of Theorem 4.3, and we have PJ+I C Pj  
for al l j .  Let Pc be the intersection of all the Pj sets. Then tzcS = tZcS' iff Pc = Pc'. 
By induction on lengths of leftmost derivations, we can show that P~ is the language 
generated by the grammar Gs of (6.4), for all j in NN.  Thus Pc is the language 
generated by CFGc(S  ) and Pc' is the language generated by CFGc(S '  ). Therefore 
tZcS z tZc S' iff these grammars generate the same language. | 
Since CFGc(S  ) is the result of removing some productions from CFG(S) ,  the 
results of Section 5 are unchanged. 
Of course, we would like to have a still broader definition of tree equivalence 
in the presence of conditionals. For example, the identity 
cond(z, f(x),  f (y ) )  ---- f(cond(z, x, y)) 
for all f :  D --~ D such that f (•  ~ 2_ should be exploited. We would like to transform 
R~ more drastically in (6.2) to reflect identities like this, but only if results like 
Theorem 6.5 and its consequences for decidability can be obtained. 
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